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SYMBOLIC CALCULUS OF HERMITE OPERATORS

KIL HYUN KWON AND WEON Ho OH

1. Introduction

In this paper, we are concerned with the study of symbolic calculus of
so-called Hermite operators which first defined by Grushin[7J and later
used (in a refined form) quite successfully by Boutet de Monvel and
Treves in [2,3J. Hermite operators are going to be continuous linear
mappings from Co""(Rn) to C""(Rn+!) (cf. Definition 2.3). However, they
are neither pseudo-differential operators nor Fourier integral operators.

If P(or Q) is a pseudo-differential operator on Rn+! (or on Rn) and H
is a Hermiter operator on Rn, then we can compose them as PoH(or Ho
Q) which yields another Hermite operator on Rn. We can also take a
conjugation of P by a Hermite operator like H*PH, where H* denotes
the adjoint of H in V-sense, which possibly reduces the study of pseudo
differential operator P on Rn+! to that of another pseudo-differential operator
H*PH on Rn. In doing all these, we need to develop certain symbolic
calculus connecting them, which is, in fact, our main concern in this
paper. We will define Hermite operators by a different way from that in
[2J and show some basic continuity properties of Hermite operators on
function or distribution spaces. And we will show that our definition is
essentially equivallent to that of Boutet de Monvel and Treves[2J and
formulate some symbolic calculus between Hermite operators and pseudo
differential operators. Finally we will consider an application of Hermite
operators.

2. Definition and Continuity of Hermite Operators

In this and the next section. let us set D'=Rn and fJ=Rn+1. The
variable in fJ will be denoted by (x, t), X= (XI, "', x n) ; the dual variable
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will be denoted by (.;, "), .;= (';10 •.• , ';,,). Like a pseudo-differential oper
ator, a Hermite operator will be defined as an oscillating integral with
amplitude a(x, t, y, 1;) EC" (tJ X tJ' X Rn) satisfying a certain growth condi
tion. More precisely, we have the following which is a modification of
what has been done in [2J.

DEFINITION 2.1. Let m be any real number. We shall denote by hm

the linear space of C""-functions a (x, t, Y,';) in 0 X 0' X Rn, which have
the following property: Given any pair of integers j, k>O. any triplet of
n-tuples a. fit r. and any compact subset K of Ox tJ', there is a constant
C>O such that

ItiaN,'a.,lia,ra (x, t. y, 1;) IS;:C(l + II; 1)"'-1 "I-(j-k) /2

for all (x, t, y) EK, I;ER".

EXAMPLE. ([2J) Let ~i(U) = (2ij!)1/2( a: -u)ie-"'/2 is the j-th Hermite

function. Then, ai(x, t, 1;) =(';1)1I4~i(tll;ll/2) is in h1l4 for each j=

0,1,2•....
h'" is a Frechet space when it is equipped with the topology defined by

semi-norms:

P""i,l(a) = sup (I+ II; 1)-"'+' 'd +<i-kl / 2 1tiatkata.,lia,ra(x, t, Y, t;) I.
where the supremum is taken over all the ranges such that Ia \+I/3\ +
Ir I+j +kS;:l, (x, t) EKi and K i is an exhausting sequence of compact sets
of 0. It is clear that the inclusion map hm-+hml is continuous if m<m'.

We will call elements of h'" as Hermite-amplitudes of degree m. What
we shall later introduce as Hermite-symbols will be Hermite-amplitudes
that are independent of y. From now on we will omit the adverb "Hermite"
since it will be clear from the context. For the (Hermite-) amplitudes,
we also have the notion of asymptotic series expansion and the corres
ponding theorem and its proof is very similar to that of pseudo-differential
operators ([1,5J).

THEOREM 2.2. Let (ak) be a sequence of amplitudes with degree mk ~

-00. Then there exists an amplitude a of degree mo such that a"'-'Iak

We are ready to define Hermite operators.

DEFINITION 2. 3. A Hermite operator H of degree m on 0' is a linear
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operator H: Coco ([J') -+C'" (0) defined by an oscillating integral

Hf(x, t) = (211:)-"f eiC:<-1Ha(x, t, y, ~)f(y)dyd~,

where aEk"'. We will denote by OPR" the space of Hermite operators
of degree m. And let us set OPR-'" = n"'OPH'"

Although it is easy to see that Hermite operators map Coco (D') into
C'" (0) continuously and can be extended as continuous linear mappings
of 8' (D') into D' (0), we can get these as direct consequences of the
continuity of Hermite operators on Sobolev spaces.

THEOREM 2.4. Let AEOPRm. Given any real number s, ul-+Au can be

extended as a continuous linear mapping of Rc' (0') into Ri;."' (0).

Proof. It sufficies to show that for every function gECoco (Q) and for
every compact subset K of [J', there is a constant C>O such that

IIgAu I1._",<Cllull., uECo"(K),

where lIull/=f (1+ 1~12)'lu(~) 12d~.

It is clear that nothing is changed if we replace g A by g Ah with hE
Coco (D') equal to one in some neighborhood of K. Observe that an
amplitude for g Ah is given by g (x, t) a(x, t, y, ~) h (y), where a (x, t, y, ~)

is an amplitude of A. Thus, from the beginning, we may assume that the
(x, t, y) -projection of support of a(x, t, y,~) is contained in a compact
subset of Q X 0' .

Let us denote by ii(~', 7:, r;',~) the Fourier transform of a (x, t, y,~)
with respect to (x, t, y) . We derive at once that to every triplet of
integters i, j, k>O, there is a constant C>O such that

for every ~',~, 7)'ER", 7:ER1• By virtrue of the Fourier inversion formula
we have

(2.2) A;; (e, 7:) = (2iT) -2"f ii (/;' - 1;, 1:, ~- 7)', /;) U(7)')dt;drl.

Multiplying both sides of (2.2) by (1+1(~',1:)12)(.-ml/2andusing (2.1),
we get

'"(1+ I (~', 7:) \2) (.-ml/2I Au(.;=', 7:) I
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""= (1+ lel 2 + 1t'12)(.-m)/2IAu(~', t') I::;:C(l+ Id)-l
I (1 + I~-e 1)-10-1 (1 + I~-T/ I)-n-l (1 + Ir/12). /2 1"(7)') 12d~dr/.

Since IIf*g*hllL2<lIfllLl·llgIlL'*lIhIlL2 we have

IIAull._..= I (1 + I (e, t') 12
) (s-m) I~W, t') 12d~'dt'<Cllull •.

The following corollaries are immediate consequences of Theorem 2. 4.

CoROLLARY 2.5. Every Hermite operator A defines a continuous linear
mapping of Coco (Q') into C"" (Q) which extends to a continuous linear
mapping of Il' (Q') into D' (0) .

CoROLLARY 2. 6. Every Hermite operator A of degree - 00 is regulari
zing i.e. it maps Il' ([}') into C" (Q) .

As in the case of pseudo-differential operators, we also have the follo
wing theorem which will be used later([9]).

THEOREM 2.7. If AEOPH", then there exists another Hermite operator
A~ of degree m such that A-All is regularizing and the (x, y)-projection
of the support of the amplitude All lies in the neighhorhood of the diagonal
.t1 in t:J' xO'.

3. Symbolic Calculus of Hermite Operators

Let m be any real number. We shall denote by S'" the subspace of km
consisting of the amplitudes a(x, t,~) which are independent of y. And
let us set S-""= n",S"', mERl. Now the elements of the space S'" will
be called the symbols of degree <m in fJ'. We have defined Hermite
operators using amplitudes in the previous section 3. But, in [2J, they
are defined by symbols. We shall prove that the two definitions are
equivalent modulo regularizing operators.

THEOREM 3.1. Let AEOPH'" with amplitude a (x, t,y, ~). Then there
exists a symbol ii (x, t, ~) ES'" such that A is equivalent (modulo regulari
zing operators) to the (Hermite) operator A defined by

Af(x, t) = (2rr) -,.I ei...eil (x, t, ~)1(~) d~, fECo"" (Q') .

Moreover
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ii(x, t, e) rv;E -'-I-O,"Of"a(X, t, y, e) 1,=,..

a.
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Proof. By Theorem 2.7, we may assume that the (x, y)-projection of
the support of a(x, t, y, e), an amplitude of A, lies in the neighborhood
of the diagonal ..1 in fJ' x fJ' This enables us to write the finite Taylor
expansion of a(x, t, '.1, e) with respect to y in the following manner:

1(3.1) a(x, t, '.1, e) = E -, (Y-x)"o;a(x, t, x, e) +rN(x, t, '.1, e),
1.. ISH a.

where

rN(x, t,Y, ~):o:: J! s:(l-s) No,N+la{X, t, x+s(y-x), e)ds

=(N+1) E -L,(y-x)"
1"I=N+1 a.

S: (l-s)N(a;a) (x, t, x+s(Y-x), e)ds.

We shall now consider an amplitude of the kind

(3.2) ('.1-.i:)·b(x, t,.y, e),

whece b{x, t, y, e) Eh.... Let B" be a Hermite operator with amplitude
('.1-x)"b(x, t,y, e). Then we have

B..u(x, t) = (2,r)-"f ei:"-')·f('.1-x)"b(x, t, '.1, e)u('.1)dyde

= (2tc)-.f e':"-,'·fDf·b(x, t, y, e)u(y)d:Yde.

We reach the conclusion that another amplitude of the operator B" is
Df..lJ(x, t, Y, e), which implies that B.EOPF!"'-I.". We apply these
considerations to the terms in the finite Taylor expansion (3.1) and in
particular to the remainder rN. We reach the following conclusion: If
a(x, t, '.1, e) Eh.- is an amplitude of A, another amplitude of A is given by

:E J...,Df-D;a(x, t, x, e) +rN#(x, t, '.1, e),
1.. lsNll.

where

rN' (x, t, '.1, e)

- (N+ 1) E -\Jl (l-s)NDf·o;a(x, t, x+s('.1-x), e)ds.
' .. I=N+l«. 0
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Let us denote by A", t' (resp RN*') a Hermite operator with amplitude
D,"'o/a(x, t, x, I;)(resp. rNt'(x, t, y, e». We have just shown that

(3.3)

It immediately follows that

(3.4)

and

(3.5) rNt' (x, t, y, e) Ehm-(N+l).

Consequently we have A,/EOPH"'-''''' and RN*'EOPHlIl-(N+1). Another
consequence of (3. 4) and (3. 5) is that the formal series

~ro E~D~~~~~~a.

defines a symbol ii(x, t, e)ES'" of a Hermite operator. Then formula
(3. 3) proves what we want.

Now we wish to mention the composition laws (modulo regularizing
operators) for Hermite operators and pseudo-differential operators. Their
proofs are similar to those for pseudo-differential operators ([1,2, 9J). In
the sequel, g(A) denotes the total symbol of an operator A.

THEOREM 3. 2. If K is a Hermite operator of degree m with symbol
!lex, t, 1;) and if B is a pseudo-differential operator of degree m' with
symbol b(x, e), then KoB is a Hermite operator of degree m+m' with
symbol defined by

·-1.1
E t , o,.k(x,t,e)o,,"'b(x,ff).
.. a.

Proof. We may assume that ,;(x, y)b(x, t;) is an amplitude of B, where
ep is properly supported and equal to one in a neighborhood of the
diagonal .J in Q' x {j' Then we can compose KoB and obtain that

KoBu(x, t) = (2n)-nf eH,,-y) .fh(x, t, y, ff)u (y)dydt;.

where

hex, t, y, e) =k(x, t, t;) (21r)-nJeHy-a) • (f-'1/)b(z, TJ)';(Z, y)dzdTJ.
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By taking the Taylor expansion of b(z, 7)) l' (z, 7)) with respect to (z,7))
about (y,~), we obtain that

'1-1
h(x, t, y, ~)rvk(x, t,~) E-t-I-a,..a,,«b(z, ~)1'(%, y) la=,

a.
_ (-1) 1«1 .. «
-k(x, t, ~n: I af a, b(y, ~).

a.

Thus we have

'-IPI '1«1
!l(KB) = E t pI {k(x, t,~) E-t-I-af«a,«b(y, .;)} 1'1="

P • a.
'-171

=E t I a/b(x, ~)alk(x, t, ~).
7 T.

THEOREM 3. 3. If A is a pseudo-differential operator of degree m in
Rn+! with symbol a (x, t, y,';) and if K is a Hermite operator of degree
m' with symbol k(x, t, ~), then AoK is a Hermite operator with symbol
defined by

Proof. Let 1'(x, t, y, s) and l/J(x, y) be properly supported and equal to
one in a neighborhood of the diagonal in 0 X [} and 0' X Q', respectively.
Then we can compose AoK modulo regularizing operators and obtain that

AoKu(x, t) = (2n)-nJei<:<-,Hh(x, t, y, ~)u(y)dyd~,

where

h(x, t, y,~) = (2n)-nf e(y-a)·(f-1>+i<l-.)~

a(x, t, ~, 'C) l' (x, t, z, s)k(z, 7)) l/J (x, y)dzdTjdsdr.

Similarly, by taking Taylor expansion, we can obtain that

i l «I+'1
h(x,t,y,~)rvE I I {a~'1a(x,t,~, ..)I<=o}

«,'I a.q.

a.fa,« {1'(x, t, y, s)a,«k(y, s, ~)} \.=t

Therefore we have
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where Eap,q(x, ~)tJl1:q is the (formal) Taylor expansion of a(x, t, e, '1:)
about t=1:=O.

THEOREM 3. 4. If K and K' are Hermite operators with symbol k(x, t,
1;) and k' (x, t, t;), respectively, which vanish for (x, t) outside some
compact set, then K*oK' is a pseudo-differential operator with symbol
defined by

Proof. We may assume that 1J(x, y)k(x, t, t;) and t/J(x, y)k' (x, t,~) are
amplitudes for K and K', respectively, where 1J and t/J are properly
supported and equal to one in a neighborhood of the diagonal in Ra X Ra.
Then we can compose K*oK' and obtain that

K*oK'u(x) = (2n)-"Jei(::q) ·'h(x, y, I;)u(y)dydt;,

where

hey, y, 1;)

= (271') -"f ei(y-z). (E-~)k(z, t, 1;)1J(z, x)k' (z, t, YJ)ifJ(z, y)dzd7jdt.

By taking Taylor expansion of k(z, t, 1;) 1J (z, x)k'(z, t, YJ)ifJ(z,y) with
respect to (z,1) about (y, e), we obtain that

f ·',,1
hex, y, e) = E-t.-,-o:o,," {k(z, t, fi)1J(z, x)k' (z, t, 1) t/J (z, y)} I:~: dt

" a.
·,,,1 f

= E_t._,_ Oy"{k(y, t, E;)1J(y, x)o,"k' (y, t, en }dt.
" a.

Therefore we have
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=:E
T

r lT1

r! a,/I k' (x, t, ~)atTk(x, t, ~)dt.

4. An Application

Operators L ± = Dt+it IDx I are the prototype of operators with simple
characteristics, where IDx I is the pseudo-differential operator with symbol
I~ I. As an application of Hermite operators, we will study the operators
L±. Note that (L+)*=L-. Let H be a Hermite operator with symbol
e-t ' l f 1/2 that is, ,

A
By performing Fourier-transform with respect to x, we have L +Hf(~, t)
=0. Thus L +H =0. Moreover H*H= (1r/ IDxI) 1/2 since the symbol of
H*H is

If we put K=H(IDxl/n-)1I2H*, then we have KH=H, K*=K, K2=K
and L +K=O. Let us set

Ef(x, t) = (21r)-n fJ:ieiX.te<-t'+t") I t1/ 2 j (/;, t')dt'd/;.

We can check that the operator E is a right inverse of L+(i.e. L+E=I)
and that E maps S(Rn+l) into itself and also S' (Rn+!) into itself. Since
L+E=! we can say that L+ maps S(Rn+l) onto itself and maps S' (Rn+!)
onto itself.

Now let us set F=(I-K)E. Then F is also a right inverse of L+ since
L+F=L+(I-K)E=L+E-L+KE=L+E=!. By taking adjoints, we have
F*L- = 1. Thus F* is a left inverse of L - and L - is one to one from
S(Rn+l) to itself and from S' (Rn+l) to itself.
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